pie of

a custom designd CCD wafer is PRESENTATIONS FROM INDUSTRY.
The participants had the opportunity to
shown in Figure 1.
What is the major drawback of cus- hear reports on the latest products from
tom designed CCDs7 With d l their inter- most of the mdor manufacturers of sciesflng advantages, they remain front entific CCDs, as shown in the list of talks
illuminated devices with no sensitivity In on page 43. On the size of CCDs, the
the astronomically very important UV- trend is clearly dominated by the need
blue spectFal reglon. In his second talk to maxlmize the number of devbes
at the workshop, J. Geary dbcussed the which can be fMed on 10 cm wafers to
Problem of CCD thinning and the com- reduce the costs. This explains the
Panies/taboratories who have aoquiw success of the 2048~,15-p-pixel forexperience In this field. Various mat which allows to squeeze 4 devices
mhanlcal/chemical processes of on one wafer as shown In Figure 1. Imwhole wafer or single cut CCD thinning proved performance was also reported
have been used with d i r e n t degrees due to the progress In microchannel
of success. RCA more than ten years technology fur a high CTE at very low
ago, TeMronix, EG&G Reticon, mom- light levels and the Ughtly Doped Drain
son and EEV in the recent past have all (LDD) on-chip preamplifier for lower
successfully produced thinned devices noise and higher gain.
On the performance of CCDs that a
. with enhanced UY-blue sensitivity. Tektronlx seems at present to be the only potential customer can get now off-theone who regularly masters the process shelves of indu8try, we suggest to conon devices as large as 50 x 50 mm. Thin- tact the commercial agents of the cornning experiments are a h carried out at panbs. As a pdsional guldellne, we
the CCD Lab of Mike Lesser at Steward give below a summary of the situation
Observatory, at the lab of Danbury Optl- as obtained from our notes on the pre
Cal Systems and at the David Samoff sentations and the date s h W distrlResearch Center. These are potential but& at the workshop.
EG& G has obtained good wsults
addresses for CCD customers with a
batch of printed wafers to thin, but the with 'I200 x 400, 27-pm-pixel thinned
rate of success and the cost of the devices and is currently redesigning thm
chip support for Improved flatness.
Process are still not well defined,
Thornson CSF has produced thinned
The final session was dedicated to the

devices in the 5122 format and has
made plans to develop a 2 OM2,17-pmpixel, 34ge-buttabb, thinned device.
T-nix
announced the availability
of hte
ri
20a2, 24-pm-pixe1, thinned,
CCD for July 1991. The device is offered
with a guaranteed performance and it
appears the only one of this size available on short term. The price was not
named at the workshop, but Tektronix is
now willing to quote it.
Richard Bredthauer of the CGD laboratory of Loral presented their resub on
CCDs of different formats, like the
204s2, IS-pm-pixel and the 40*,
7.5prn devices.
EEV now delivers front-illuminated
devices with up to f 242 x 1152 pixels
(22-pm size) and has announced a
2186 x I 152 pixel CCD, buttable on two
sides. They ako obtained good results
in Mnning smaller devices.
Beslde the presentations, the workshop offered many opportunities including a nice dinner In Munich to
discuss the various topics, and to share
know-how and expertise. We have Uw
f d l n g that the meeting fully met its
main goals, providing an updating view
of the subject and favouring the collaboration between the different groups
and wlth the industrial suppliers.
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The Use of Photography in Astronomy:
Some Thoughts about Schmidt Telescope Wide-Field Work
R.M. WEST, ESO
1. Introduction
During the past decade, a revolution
has taken place in the field of astronomical detector techniques, and astmnomers all over the world are profiting from
new digital devices like CCDs and
photon-counting detectors. Indeed, it
might appear that photography, previously so widely used in astronomy, wilt
soon be a thing of the past in professional work, no longer of any value in
front-line investigations.
bong the various types of groundbased astronomical Instruments now in
use, none has been more intimately
connected to the development of lrnProved photographic methods over the
Past decades than the large Schmidt
telescopes. The future of the photographic detector in astronomy is therefore Iargely dependent on its useful application at Schmidt telescopes. In this

artlcle 1 shall explore a question that is
now being posed at many observatories: is it reasonable to continue to
use photographic plates In Schmidt telescopes or has the time come to alm at
a rapid implementation of CCD techniques, also here7
In this connection, it should be r e
membered that "an astronomical insttument is only as good as the scientific
resuks /? producesn.This maxim Is not
always kept in mind and around the
world there are quite a few examples of
"seniof telescopes with associated
methodology which for sentimental or
traditional reasons continueto be in use,
long after it has been shown (in other
places) that their ability to produce good
science of current relevance has begun
to decline. Moreover, it is not always
fully appreciated that It is the science
resulting from an instrument that defines

its current value in a global context, not
the technology it employs.
In addition to the fundamental l i m b
tions imposed by the funds available In
any one place, there may of course be
other, perFectly valid reasons, for instance long-term continuity of observational programmes and the availability of
well-established calibration systems,
which makes it advantageous to keep
using certain telescopes, auxiliary instruments and associated methods,
aIso well beyond thelr prime years.
However, In the ideal case, and certainly
for most front-line research programmes, it is clear that failure to adopt
new and improved technology and observational methods will eventually result in slower scientific progress and
ultimately, in falling behind the rest of
the world. R is also a question of the real
cost of the observational data if from a

-

certain moment a new method allows TABLE 1.
the same astronomical informationto be
gathered at signMcantly tower expensa in time and manpower, then a Quantum efficiency
70-80% at peak mmitlvlty
change-over ought to M seriously wnS k @ixels)
> 20,0002
max. 2,WP
ddered.
mn-llmr
basically tlnear
The questim above can then be refwOynamlc range
mulated: would the intrcduction of CCD
o ~ of m
the most important, hitinsk propties of the photo@aphic and CCD techtechnique6 in Schmidt telescopes en- C
niques (opticalr e g h ; statue 1991; a 15-pm "ske Is aswmed fw the photopphk Hte,
h a m their a b i l i to produce good $13- tWmsponding to 1 aresec h tei8scapH of the F 3-me& Ctm.).
ence?
The most Important, intrinsic properties of the photographic and CCD tech2Current Use of Schmidt
ntques are compared in Table 1.
Astronomical observations, including
Telescopes
Both typos of detector demand very
those made with Schmidt telescopes,
carsful handlimg. To ensure the best use
All of the world's large Schmidt Me- provide different types of infwmatlon
of CCDs, it is necessary to obtain bias, scopes (9-g. with aperture above 50 cm) (data) which may be classified into a
flat-field and dark frames, and the elimi- cumtly rely on the use of large photo- number of natural areas (not necessarily
nation ofartificial and natural blemishes, graphic plates, which permlt the simul- in order of perceived Sgnificance):
e.g. cosmic-ray events, implies tlme- taneous registration of direct images or
c~asumingwork which is not necessari- slitless (objective prism) spectra of ob- 1. Discomy of new objects
ly "easier", but perhaps better controll- jects in sky fields of the order of 2 Astrometric positions (a, 8) of indiabte than the deltcate hypersensitization 5' x 5" or larger, with angular rmduvidual objects
and processing of photogwphic ptates. tions that in most cases are equal to the 3. Photometric intensiff- of the radiaIn this connection, it is an interesting instantaneous local seeing.
tion I (A, fl received from individual
fact that only h e photographic emulsion
Schmldt plates are used for a great
objects
is at the same time detector and storage vatiety of astronomical programmes. 4. Defection and charactm*mtlon of
medium and that therefore the impor- Some of these do not fully take advantemporal variations In pasition (h,
tant question of complm archiilng of tage of the large field which is the maln
and intensity (Ilght c u m ) of indithe raw obmrvational data for the bene- virtue of Schmidt telescopes, and could
vidual objects
fit of Mure uswa Is a priorl taken care of well be carried out with other Instru- 5. IdentlfrcaUon of larger structures and
in photography.
their surface characteristics, includments. There are in the liierature many
On the other h d , the dlgital output examples of re#arch programmes with
ing higher-order clustering of indifrom CCDs is perfectly sulted for direct photographic Schmidt telescopes
vidual objects
input to computers, thereby streamlln- whlch are concerned wfth individual obing the reduction procedures and, jects w h e small angular dimensions
How well is the wide-field Schmidt
above all, dlmlnating the need for a wwld make them fit into a normal CCD photographic technique dolng in these
preceding transfer from analogue densi- frame. In these cases, it would clearly arms7
ty to digW numbers via more or less have been more efficient to use the CCD
noisy registration devices.
1. D18coveries. There is IMle doubt
technique at another telescope, atIt is therefore clear that the main ad- though such an instrument may not that Schmidt suwejls in different colvantages of the photographic plate over have been accessible to the astmnorn- ours, direct or through an objedive
the CCD are its larger sire and the ease ers concerned.
prism, as well as Schmidt patrols, conwith which me OM
data can be
"Marrow"-field Schmidt work will not stltute-one of the most successful techarchived. W M n the foreseeable future, be further considered here and in what niques of identifying (i.e, discovering)
no CCDs, not even mosaics, can be follows, I shdl restrict myself to sky sur- particularly "interestingn new objects,
expected to approach the field sire and veys (coverage of a major part of the due to the ability to cover large sky
thereby also the total information stor- sky, often in several colaurs) and sky fields at high angular resolution and at
age capacity of large photographic patrols {repeated coverage of the same regular tlme intervals. A well-known expl&S.
part of the sky).
ample is the Patomar 48-in Schmidt
But am these advantages irnpwtant
Schmidt plates, whether obtained for (Oschin) telescope with which large
erwugh to warrant further use of the large sky surveys or for less oomprehen- quantities d pecullar objects have been
photographb method in existlng large she programmes, and whether originals Identified for subsequent, detdled
Schmidt tetescopes? Would R not, wlth or high-fidellty copies, sewe several studles with the 5-rn Hale telescope.
the shorter exposure times needed, IM
scientific purposes, of which the follow- Most new minw planets and a large
posslbb to cover the same total sky ing are particularly important:
fraction of h new comets are still
field in the same time with multiple CCD
found on Schmidt plates and all major
Record for later research (0.p. to sunreys of particular objects, e.g. emisexposures? And why should we concheck the previous behaviour of an sion-line stars, planetary nebulae,
tinue to use photographic methods at
object d current interest)
large Schmidt telescopes, when the digalaxies and galaxy clusters, continue
Inventory of objects in a particular to be based on Schmidt plates. Some
gital detectors are so much mwe wcusky arm (9.g. to produce catalogues discoveries also includethe archival use
rate and uc~eanm?
of all objects with rnlcular c h c - of Schmtcft plates; a recent example is
As we shall see below, a more deMstics)
tailed analysis Indicates that the photothe identiflcatlonof the progenitor of the
(Optical) Identification of objects bright supemova 1987A in the LMC with
graphic technique is still supenbr for
(radlo. X-ray, gmma-ray .)
wide-IIdd, high angular resduhn
a surprisingly blue colour and early-type
Serendipitous discweries (e.g. of spectrum; thls uobsewatlm" W a diSchmidt
minw planets, comets and variable rect impact on model calculations of late
objects)
evolutionary stagm of heaby stars.
3

..

Figure 1: The enormous amount of information contained on a single Schmidt plate is illustrated by these four images. which were reproduced
from an exposure of a sky field in the Miiky Way band, obtained with the ?-metreESO Schmidt t8lBCcrpe On a red-sensitive emulsion (Plaie
5714; ESOKRC W d 5 I& 120 min; 25 Ju(y 1M4;seeing 1 arcsec). The fuil plate measures 30x30 cm (upper right) and covers a sky area of
5.6x5.6 degrees. The other three images (cormtercIockwise)are 3 . 6 ~
36x and 360% enlargements of an area near the globular cluster NGC
6325, seen above the centre of the plate. The field edges measure 1W ,160 and 16 amec, respeciiwk; and the total piate area corresponds to
1611, 16,000 and 7,6#,WD such &Ids. The Nmitlng magnitude of this E S W ) plate Is about 22. Observer: 0.Pizaro. Photog~aphicwork: H.
Zodet.
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2 Astrornetry. Due to the absence of
an all-sky, accurate astrometric net with
suflcisnt density for CCD work (- 1 star
per square arcmin) -the HST Guide Star
Catalogue may be well suited for guiding purposes, but not for astrometry at
the sub-arcsecond level -the only existing method for the determination of
accurate asttometric positions of objects too faint to be observed with meridian circles is to use Schmidt plates on
which a sufficient number of brlght as-

trometric standards are visible. The absolute position of a faint object (0.g. In
the FK5 system) must either be measured directly on a Schmidt plate or,if It
is only visible in a narrow-field, deep
CCD frame, by transfer of local secondary standards from a Schmidt plate to
the CCD fleld.
3. Photometry. Absolute photometric
accuracies of the order of 0,07 mag
can normally be achieved on well*-

*

posed photographic plates for point-like
objects which are at least 3 mag above
the plate limit. It is posslble to improve
#is value somewhat by having many
photometric standards in the immediate
m a , but Ute intrinsle non-linearity of
photography and the need to establish a
unique intensity calibration for each
plate restrict the ultimate level of precision. Thls compares to f 0.01
0.02 mag in good CCD frames (total
counts per object > 10,000) and illus-

-

trates an important limitation of the
photographic method. However, the
possiblity to measure on the same plate
a very large number of objects mdes
Schmidt photomet?yideal for statistical
investigations whlch do not demand the
highest accuracy.
4. Yariabllky. Photographic Schmidt
exposures are a rich source of discovery
of variable objects and a b w for many
long-term variability studies. They hclude photometric variabll@ of quasars
over many decades, the large-scale investigation of variable stars in selected
Mltky Way fields and, In particular, the
ident!flcatton of falnt, high proper-motion objects, e.g. whlte dwarfs. So far
the vadabitii has most often been atablished by the use of bllnk comparators, but m e recently automatic
methods (computer-"blinking") have begun to produce important results.

are inherent in the two types of detectors in order to better ludge how the
intr0duGtbn of a CCD into one of the
existing large Schmidt telescopm may
influence Its observational potential.
R Is impodant to emphasize that here
it is not the question of installinga small
CCD chip into a large Schmidt telescope: this would immediately rob it of
its unique wide-field capability, the importance of which has been demonstrated above. Nor is It likely that k
would be technically feasible to have a
dual system, wRh the posdbllii to
change between large plates and the

fields could only be fully covered by a
photographlc plate. The use of multipleSIP techniques, 9.g. in the planned fibre
optics spectrographs, will only pennit
the simultaneous registration of a
minuscule fraction of the light that is
collected and focussed by the tele
scope.

Exbadon of 1nformaUon. Next, the
extraction of lnformatfon from photographic plates has always been a bottleneck in Schmidt work. However, there
are positive developments. During the
past years, it has b m increasingly
CCD camera and Its cooling system. realized that photographic plates conThe mechanical adjustment of a large tain a greater wealth of Informationthan
Schmidt telescope is extremely critical thought before, and that their potential
and frequent exchanges wwld most hEts not been exhaustively exploited in
certainly lead to inferior performances. the past. This is demonstrated by the
Present Schmidt tetesoopes are obvi- Impressive results obtained with the
ously optimized for photography, but it photographic amplification, masking
wwld of course be interesting to con- and stacking techniques which now
struct smaller, lntmedlate-field Instru- make it p w l b b to recognize and
5. Large Structures. The identifica- ments which are optimized for the measure extremely faint objects which
cannot be perwived by dlrect, visual
tion and study of large structures, like large& available C C h .
inspection
or even by microphotometric
Milky Way cim and clustm of galaxies
measurement
of the plate. At the same
at intwmedlate distances, is obviously
time,
much
effort
has been put into imfacilitated by the availability of wide-fietd
proving
the
exbadon
of data from
exposures. The importance of all-sky
Regular users of Schmidt telescopes
photographic
plates
by
means
of fast
work Isamply illustratedby the scientific are well aware that in wide-field work,
manning
m
t
c
r
o
p
h
o
t
o
m
~
but
there
impact of satellite tervatwies like the quality and the astronomical value of
a
n
only
a
few
devices
in
the
world
in
the
lRAS and ROSAT; It has a direct bearing the photographic plates depend on a
technological
front-llne
which
are
also
in
on the study of the largest structures in very large number of factors, not all of
regular
use.
Main
areas
of
future
imthe Universe and Its evolution. Whl le the whbh can be fully controlled. Inthe ease
CCD technique lets us study the finest of sky suweys, of which those In the provement are increased speed and exdetails In individual objects, the estab- northern (Palomar) and the southern sky tension of the dynarnical range by
lishment of large samples with ctaan (ESO and UKST) constitute the most means of better sources of illumination
definition crlteria is only possible wlth comprehensive observing programmes and faster A10 converters.
wide-field instruments. When combined pmsently undertaken with photographic
Archival storage of photographlc
wlth the high angular resolution and Schmldt telescopes, the quality of the plates. Photographic plates are stored
comparatively falnt IimRing magnitude final product, i.a. the Atlas copies, is under very different cond1tIons at the
of present, large Schmidt tdescopes, it among others influenced by the seeing, world's observatories. Whlle some plate
is also possible to observe at the same the mechanical perforrnanoe of the tele- vaults have advanoed climatic control,
time smaller details within larger struc- scope, the processing and copying of In other plplate libwka form part
turn; some examples am the overall the plates and the archival conditions.
of book Ilbraries and the plates are
structure of the Gum Nebula, the Intrit c k of technological progress. themfore subject to variable temperacate network of thread-like nebulae In Perhaps the most serious problem in ture and humidity. Old envelopes are
the arm of r( Carinae, and the complex pment-day astronomical photography often dangerous to plates, since they
of interstellar reflection nebulae, near Is that for qulte a few years, no new, contaln traces of bleaching and/or colthe south cdestid pole. In thb cunnec- Improvedemulsions have become avail- wring agents. It is unfortunately also
tlon mwt atso be mentioned the objec- able; the latest major advance in the true that not all plate archives proM from
tive prism technique, which makes It photographic field was the introduction m associated m O n t relrieval system
posslble to obtain large numbers of of the llta emulsion h 1970, followed and at some observatorfes there b
spectra of stars and small nebulae some years Later by the TP-2415 emul- no access to the plates for outside resimultaneously and which is unsur- sion, Ukewiss, most of the photo- searchers.
passed for deep studies of the overall graphic techniques which are now in
In this connection, there are intereststellar distribution in the Galaxy.
use were already fully developed more ing developments whi~haim a? the diIn summary, it is obvious ttlat photo- than 10 years ago. Thus the field of glthtion of existing photographb sky
graphic wide-field observations with astronomical photography, in the tech- surveys, although it is not yet technically
Schmidt telescopes play an important nical sense. is in a period of stagnation, posslble to store the complete Informarole in cumnt front-line obsewational with correspondingly little incentive to tion of a major sky survey in digital form
astronomy and would also continue to new investments in photographic tech- at an affordable cost. However, the
niques by the observatories. This is also avallablii of computer-readable dlgital
do so In the near future.
Mected in the decislon not to include copies with less resolution and smaller
any
photographic equipment in the new dynamiealrange than the original survey
3.Limitations of the Methods
generation of super telescopes, for In- plates wllt be very useful for many purIt Is now of Interest to look more stance h the €SO 16-m Very Large Te- poses, eg. the preparation of finding
closely at the critical Hrnitations which lescope, even though the large focal &arts for observations.

ArcRMng. Probably the most serious
problem is that there is still no cheap,
When compared to photography, the univeFsally available storage medlm for
main drawbacks of the CCD technique CCD data, Magnetic tapes are stitl used
are the smaller frame she and the d- in most places to provlde a temporary
Val problems, whlle the total mst may record of raw CCD data and the rapid
accumulation of these tapes, in particuPlay a smaller role.
Field size.The currently largest CCDs lar because most CCD exposures are
in common use in astronomy have 2000 comparatively short, Is of major concern
X 2000 pl$
fields. 4000 x 4000 pix2 in many places, lncludlng the European
arrays have baen expedmentalb tested Southern Obswvatwy. Unless the tapes
but it will still be some time before a are transcribed to a more stable
reasonable number become available. It medium, 8.g. optlcal disks, It must be
seems realistic that mosaics of up to feared that a significant fraction of the
four 2000 x 2000 pix2 CCDs may be valuable data will become unreadable
available to observers in five yews time. and therefore lost wlthln a few decades.
Such a device would cover about 1/25 Aso the long-term stability of optical
( - l o x lg4 of the Schmidt field. With disks L &Ill rdatlvely unknown. The
We present sensitivity ratio (e.g. 75 :31, problem of organizing and retrieving ln,the total CCD exposure time nec8ssary formation in a data base of several
to covw the same field to the same Tbytes should rid be underestimated
limiting magnitude as one photographic either.
Cost A complete, topqualhy CCD
plate wodd be similar; this however,
does not take into account the non- system far use h astronomy implies
negligible read-out time (probably 25 x a capital expense that may exceed
2 to 3 min) of the enormous data quan- US$ 100,000. and therefore be beyond
titles. The curved focal field in present the financial reach of most smaller obSchmidt telescopes may be another ob- senratories. A CCD can of course be
stacle. In the ESO f/3 Schmidt, the focal used to obtain an unlimited number of
Position is critical to wRhln 10 pm, frames, and when the total costs are
compared to a wwahrre of 25 prn calculated, the need for archlvlng of the
from the centre-to the comer of a 3 x 3 CCD data must also be taken Into
c d , 2000 x 2000 pi$ CCD chip; this account. This involves the time-canmay necessitate the insertion of a field sumjng transfer to the final storage
flattening lens. The proper recombha- medlum and the curnutdie cost of
tion of the IndMdud frames into a larger magnetic tapes and/or opticat disks as
unfty, when needed, may also constitute welt as the associated computer hardan added difficulty.
and softwm. Whough In photography
L 2 CCDs

--

the capital investment at the Mescope
and in the plate processing laboratory
may be smaller than the above figure,
the total costs are not necessarily SO.
The 1991 price of one 14 x 14 inch
spectroscopic plate Is below 100 US$,
but in recent years Kodak has repeatedly Increased its pprlces for astronomical
emulsions. For a qualified astronomical
exploitation of the plates, it Is furthermow n-ary
to acquire (or have
access to) a fast measuring machine
and a photographical laboratory equlpp d for advanced plate manipulations.

In summary, It appears that the
photographic technique has virtues
which make It better suited than CCDs
for wide-field, hlgh-angular molutilon
Schmldt telascope work, at least until
further notice. Notwithstanding the
shortcomings of the photographic plate,
its large slm and archlval properties
make It indispnsablefor the permanent
recording of large sky m a s during optb
cal sky surveys and patrols. As mentioned above, thew Is a great current
Interest In all-sky work and the Intimate
collaboration between such instruments
working In different wavebands, on the
ground and from orbiting satellites, is
absolutely necessary for the study of the
largest structures In the Unlverse and
therefore of its evolution.
For more than 100 years, the photographic technlqua has guaranteed a
continuous record of the vldble sky, of

Figure 2 An astmnomicc~Iplate arehive. Each wrpboard in the ESO plate vault at the Headquadm in Garehing contains up to t,500 Schmidt
ptates. rn plates haw &en
to rhe &t ANSI archival s t a n d a d wkh a minimum m b n t of W u a l active s i k In the muIslonlon
7he tempemure and the humid& in fhe vauk are s t l y controlled, and acmlmted aging iesfs indicate th8i the img# on t h e plates will
m m i i wiry UrH:hangM dwlng many rnntwles. It is, howmer, likely that they will be digitired some time In tha (not very near) Mure, once
SufKeimtiy compact and equptly stable stwage media far d i g M data have besm developed. d.t@mph: #.-H. Heyw

immense and lasting value for astronomical r m , now and in the future. Sky surveys and patrols must conthue, lest Mure generEltlons of astronomers will blame us for not having
done our histotical duty. When camfully
processed and properly stored. photographic plates can last for centuries,
while there is at the present no guarantee that even a M o n of the many CCD
frames obtained during the past ten
years will also be accessible, say,
100 years from now.
It must be stressed that the p m t
condusim does not apply to work at
lower angular resolution and with smal-

ler instruments: there are several examples of the- great uMllty of wlde-angle
CCD work, for instance the extensive
monitoring of Comet Halley's GO+ tall
with a 640 x 1024 pix2camera at t~ SPla in 1986. It wwld be highly ddrable in
the future to mmpkment large Schmidi
surveys with very-wide field patrol exposures by spmiallrad lowmIutlun

CCD cameras.
There Is little doubt that CCDs and
other digital detectors will ultimately replace the photographic plat= h al! instruments, and also in the large Schmidt
telescopes. But this step shodd only be
taken when these detectors haw be-

come big enough not to compromise
dw efficient and exhaustive exploitation
of the unique scientific capabilities of
wide-field Schmidt work and when the
CCD archiving problem has b e n satisfactorily m k e d .

I am very thankful to Martin Cullum,
Bo Reipurth, Massirno Tarenghi and Edwin Valentijn, who suggested a number
of Impwtant improvements to this ar-

ticle.

CASPECysNew Look
L. PASQUINl and A. GILLIOTTE, €SO,La Sitla
1. Introduction
CASPEC, the 3.6-rn Cassegrain
Echelle Spectrograph, is one of the 4
high-resolution (HR)spectrographs presently available at La Silla. Together with
the EMMI hlgh-resolution mode, CASPEC is the only HR spectrograph capable of reaching relatively faint objects
and, thanks to the crossdispersed wders. to record large wavelength ranges
(up to 1400 A in the present configuration) in only one frame. Since the highresolution mode of EMMl Is available In
the RED arm only (i.9. for wavelengths
redder than 4000 CASPEC wilt probably remain for the next years the only
HR spectrograph available at La Silla
capable of reaching faint objects in the
BLUE and in the near UV. Recently it has
been successfully used at wavelengths
as blue as 3130 8( (Baade and Crane,
1991).
ESO has started a programme to upgrade the instrument in order to increase the performance of CASPEC; we
report hew the recent improvements
and we anticipate some of the changes
foreseen before the end of the year. For
a general description of the instrument
the reader is referred to the ESO CASPEC Operating Manual (Pasquini and
D'Odorico, 1989).

a)

2 fhe New Detector
Since September I990 a new detector is available for CASPEC: it is a 512 x
512 Tektronlx chip (ESO CCD 161, with a
pixel size of 27 x 27 pm. Its characteristics and response curve are given In
Figure 1 (Sinclaim, 1991).
This chip is in several aspects much
better than the old RCA 8, previously
mounted on CASPEC; In particular:

It has a larger format, which allow a
wavelength coverage up to 1400 S( in
one frame.
It has a lower Read-Out Noise (RON)
(- 10 e- compared to
28 em).This
greatly increases the instrumental performance for low S/N observations,
where the RON is the dominant source
of noise.
It has a very good cosmetic, no offset
columns and no Interference fringes; all
these characteristics are essentiat for
the correct reduction of Echelle data.
The efficiency of CASPEC with the
31.6 Ilnes/mm echelle plus short camera
and CCD 16 was measured through
wide sllt (4 x 4 arcsec) observations of
the standard star Feige 56 (Stone,
1977); results are presented in Figure 2.
We note that, in order to compute the
data points of Figure 2, the echefle orders were not merged: electrons at
wavelengths appearing in mom than
one order were measured separately
and then added up.
The CCD response curve shown In
Figure 1 was obtained after UV flooding,
a procedure which enhances the detector sensitivity at wavelengths below
4300
When the efficiency tests
were performed, the UV-flooding was
not properly working; as a consequence, the points of Figure 2 in the
Blue and UV ranges must be considered
only as tower limits to the real instrumental efkiency.
The points of Figure 2 must be taken
as indicative only, because when considering a reat science exposure, possible slit losses must be taken into
account. With this configuration, however, these losses are not expected to
be very important; In fact, a good spectral sampling (2 pixels FWHM) is obtained with a sllt width of
300 prn,
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which corresponds to 2.12 arcsec on
the sky. This aperture is much wider
than the typical seeing registered at the
3.6-m telescope.
In Rgure 3, the expected S/N per pixel
as a function of the integration tlme and
the stellar magnitude is shown (continuous lines). In our calculations the stellar
light was considered to spread over 3
pixets in the direction perpendicular to
the dispersion (one Tektronix pixd cotresponding to 0.648 arcsec in the sky
with the short camera) and an airmass
equal to 1. We flxed the CCD RON to
10 em/plxelOnstead of the nominal 8,8)
because this value seems to be the
most common at the telescope.
In Figure 3 are also ptotted similar
curves computed for the RCA (dashed
Ilnes, Pasquini and DIOdorico Ig89); despite the lower quantum efficiency of the
Tektronix with respect to the RCA, its
bigger pixel size and lower RON allows
to reach fainter objects.
The new chip, on the other hand,
suffers some limitations, the knowledge
of which is important for the users:
The 27 pixd slze limits the maximum
achievable resolving power to R
18,WQwith the Short Camera.
With the Long Camera a resolving
power almost two times higher can be
obtained, but with no order overlap. In
such a configuration, in fact, the portion
of the spectrum covered by each order
is only 46 40of the wavelength ranges
reported in the Thorium-Argon reference spectrum (D'Odorico et a!., 1987).
By tilting the crossdisperser it is possible to observe any portion d the orders
0.0. not necessarily the central part), but
this adjustment can be made only in the
afternoon, during the set-up procedure
and it cannot be changed by the observer during the night.
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